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I have been studying all the recent DOLRT public comment speeches.  I found commonality and differences.  During the DOLRT segments of four BOCC meetings (December 5, January 24, March 7, 

and April 4), there were 74 public comment speeches by 52 different speakers.  Here is a summary of what was said: 

  Anti-DOLRT (70% of speeches; 67% of speakers) Pro-DOLRT (30% of speeches; 33% of speakers) 
1 Cost very concerned 

1. Estimates keep rising 
2. Loans that won’t be paid off until 2062.   
3. Worries that that bus service, schools, greenways, etc.  will be cannibalized to 

pay for DOLRT.   
4. Worries that the Federal government won’t pay 50%. 
5. Worries that NC won’t pay a full 10%. 
 
Ken:  The latest worry is that Orange County will have to cease levying impact fees.  
This would further jeopardize the funding for DOLRT. 

unconcerned 
 
Believes that the ½ cent sales tax will cover DOLRT + BRT + extensive bus service across all of 
Orange County 

 

2 Funding not equitable 
 UNC pays nothing yet gets all the benefits.  

 Rural Orange County gets no benefit yet has to pay   

unconcerned 

3 Benefits little benefit to Orange County 
The 3 mile segment mostly belongs to UNC and is already built out.   
Is good for Durham … particularly Durham developers. 
 

 Financial boon 

 Growth is good 

 Encourages development along the route 

4 Schedule concerned 
DOLRT won’t have its first rider until 2029.  BRT and expanded bus service could be 
provided long before then. 

unconcerned 
 
“DOLRT is for the future.” –Maria Palmer, Chapel Hill Town Council member 

5 Traffic minimal reduction 
 At-grade crossings.   

 Much of 15-501 traffic goes to I-40.   

 UNC workers are scattered. 

 People won’t use unless origin and destination are each ¼ mile from a station 

significant reduction 
 
ignores issues raised by anti-DOLRT people 

6 Environment negative 
 DOLRT encourages development and greatly expanded impervious surfaces in 

the New Hope critical watershed.  

 At grade crossings increase traffic idle time and congestion wasting fuel and 
polluting air.   

 Traffic congestion near Hospitals delays emergency traffic. 

positive 
Prevents sprawl by concentrating dense development along the DOLRT route. 
 
Ken:  What type of density?  Tom Farmer touts St. Louis and Minneapolis light rail systems.   Well, 
St. Louis has 33 skyscrapers, Minneapolis has 36, and St. Paul has 20.   Is that what we want?  

7 Safety Concerned about train-car/pedestrian accidents “less traffic = fewer accidents” 
Ignores at-grade crossing issue 

8 Commonality  a comprehensive transit plan for all of Orange County 

 serve transit dependent people 

 


